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The Thor Project

 Thermohaline Overturning – at Risk?

Motivation:
 Meridional Overturning Circulation (MOC) 

believed to be main driver for decadal

European and Northern hemisphere climate
 However, mechanisms largely unknown:

observational data of MOC limited
Global climate models focus either on short-term weather 

forecasts or long-term climate change projections, but 

decadal predictions neglected



 
 

GOALS of CT4

• Predict the Atlantic Meridional Overturning 
Circulation (and associated climate state) at decadal 
time scales

 Is there predictive skill?

 How does it depend on the methods and data?

• Separate forced (anthropogenic) component from 
natural variations

• Make suggestions for the ocean observing system

• Provide forecast until 2025 



 
 

• Use different combinations of models, initialization method and analyses 

data 

• initialize on Nov. 1 1960, 1965,...,2005 (later stage also 2000, 2001, 

2002, ...)
 5 members at each starting date, 10 year each

Strategy

Model Analysis
MPI-M ECHAM5/MPI-OM anomaly ORA-S3
UKMO HadGEM2-AO anomaly UKMO analysis
ECMWF IFS/NEMO full NEMOVAR
IFM-GEOMAR Kiel CM anomaly SST nudging
KNMI EC-Earth full NEMOVAR
SMHI EC-Earth anomaly NEMOVAR

Init. Method



 
 

  Initial conditions ocean: NEMOVAR analysis (ECMWF), full field initialisation -> drift !)
  Sea ice: NEMO/ORCA1 forced with DFS4.3 (L. Brodeau)
  Atmosphere: singular vectors (F. Doblas-Reyes)

 First results based on 3 members (5 planned)

 Measure of skill: Correlation coefficient (r), RMSE and regression coefficient (a)

 Three lead times: yr 1, yr 2-5 and yr 6-9

 Skill with and without trend, verified against observations:

 Global T2M <-> NCDC time series

 Local T2M/SST & AMO & ENSO index <-> GHCN/CAMS (land) + ERSST v3b 

(ocean)  + GISSTEMP in polar regions (> 60N/S)

 MOC strength <-> NEMOVAR analysis

 Precipitation <-> GPCC v4

Initialization & 
verification



 
 

first results:
Global mean temperature

 strong drift in first few years, stabilizes afterwards

 good agreement with observations after correction for mean drift



 
 

Bias wrt T2M 
observed (NCDC)

yr 6-9

yr 1 yr 2-5



 
 

Global Mean 
Temperature

Verified against NCDC time series 
 good correlation skill in T

global

 correlations in the range 0.8-0.9
 most of the skill is due to trend
 trend underestimated with respect to observations

 



 
 

Correlation skill 
T2M & SST

 GHCN/CAMS (land) + ERSST v3b (ocean) + GISSTEMP in polar regions (> 

60N/S)

good correlation skill almost everywhere, both in SST and T2m 

except in regions with doubtful observations and low trend in the data



 
 

observations

Model underestimates trend 



 
 

 good skill in year 1 (r=0.86), mainly due to persistence and ENSO 

 no skill in year 2-5 (r=-0.58)

 some, but insignificant skill in yr 6-10 (r=0.55)

Global Mean 
Temperature



 
 

Correlations are significant at p<10% for r>0.44 for yrs 2–5, 0.47 yrs 6–9
 Most skill left in oceans: eastern Pacific/decadal ENSO, Southern Indian and 
North Atlantic
 Not much skill left over land: some Arctic regions, parts of Africa and Central 
Asia

Correlation skill 
T2M & SST



 
 

AMO index

 AMO index defined as: SST(EQ–60◦ N, 80–0◦W) -  SST(60◦ S–60◦N,0-360◦E) 

(Trenberth and Shea 2006)

 good skill in year 1 (r=0.82) and yr 2-5  (r=0.89)

 some, but insignificant skill in yr 6-10 (r=0.46)

 model variability lower than observed



 
 

 MOC defined as mean strength at 29N, averaged between 1000-1500m 

 some skill in year 1 (r=0.57)

 no skill left in yr 2-5  (r=-0.08) and yr 6-9 (r=0.20)

MOC index



 
 

 Leading EOF of detrended SST over Pacific (50S-50N, 100E-70W)

 good skill in year 1 (r=0.77) and yr 2-5 (r=0.80), comparable variability

 no skill left in yr 6-9 (r=0.19)

ENSO index



 
 

Correlation skill 
Precip vs GPCC v4

Some skill in teleconnection areas 



 
 

 First results based on 3 members are encouraging:

• T2M

• AMO

• precip in AMO teleconnection areas

 Skill in T2M mainly due to trend

 Decadal MOC and AMO are strongly correlated in the 500 pre-industrial 

control run (r=0.8 at AMO lag yr 1) -> why do we get good predictability of AMO, 

but not MOC?

  ensemble will be expanded to 5 members

  Other metrics: overflow strength, heat and freshwater content, ...

Discussion&
Outlook
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